
Wardrobe Manager 
This production will require ONE Wardrobe Manager. 
REPORTS TO: Production Stage Manager 
 
Requirements:  This is a leadership position and requires at least one year on technical crew.  Wardrobe Managers should 
be organized, punctual, and hardworking.  This position requires strong art skills and attention to detail.  Sewing ability is 
preferred but not required.

 
Rehearsal Process 

★ Attend Crew Head meetings weekly to assure all crews are on task and working collaboratively to create the vision 
of the production.  These meetings will determine each crew’s meeting schedule for the following week. 

★ Collaborate with artistic directors to create costume vision boards 
★ Present directors with ideas for costumes and accessories 
★ Consult with directors on hair, wigs, and makeup and determine how involved costume crew will be 
★ Ensure proper labeling, hanging, storage, and preset of costume pieces 
★ Oversee continuity, keeping up-to-date with any last-minute changes in costumes, accessories, etc. 
★ Perform and/or assign basic tailoring work and repairs 
★ Launder (or arrange for laundering) costumes if needed 
★ Help determine if there is time for a normal change or if a backstage “quick change” is required 
★ Train Costume Crew on the responsibilities they will have during show (prepping costumes, dressers) 
★ Supervise and assign tasks to costume crew to complete during rehearsal process and tech week 
★ Assign tasks to costume crew to complete during the shows 

 
Tech Week and Production Responsibilities 

★ Arrive early to make sure all costume crew are signed in and preparing for show 
★ Press or steam costumes as needed 
★ Assign costume crew to pass out costumes to actors and have a system for returning costumes.  Be sure they check 

for any lint, hanging threads, small rips, loose buttons, etc. 
★ Assign costume crew to hair and makeup if determined this would be done by costume crew 
★ Assign a hall monitor to ensure cast stay in green room (once house is open) and redirect patrons to the lobby 
★ Deal proactively with last minute changes or emergencies 
★ Maintain an “emergency kit” with supplies to make quick fixes during show if needed 
★ After show, encourage actors to get out of costume as quickly as possible.  Inventory costumes and put away 

appropriately.  Once this is done, dismiss costume crew. 
 
 

There may be other tasks and responsibilities required.  The Wardrobe Manager is required to do any task (within reason) 
as requested by their immediate supervisor [PSM]. 

 


